


What professional work does an Amazon optimization agency 
do to help you get more sales and conversions? If you have 
been on Amazon as a seller, this thought might have crossed 
your mind frequently. Here are some expert seller tips to get 
more customers and drive your sales revenue.

Expert Seller Tips
to Boost Amazon Sales



• Customers search for products in hundreds different ways 
by combining words into keywords 

• Learn the Short or Long phrases customers are most likely 
to use

• Amazon suggests a number of different phrases or word 
combinations based on previous searches

You need a well-designed Amazon keyword research tool

Digital marketing agencies offering Amazon product 
optimization services have experienced Amazon SEO experts 
to do thorough keyword research and analysis!

Know how customers
search for your products
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You are not the only one selling a particular product on 
Amazon!
Amazon is an ocean of businesses from manufacturers to 
marketers to agencies.

What to Look for?

Products displayed on the first page or first screen arethe best-
matched products for a given keyword. Derive inspiration 
from these to find out as what makes certain brands the 
top choices for Amazon and its customers and observe their 
promotional strategies.

Learn what competitors
are doing
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• Give customers strong reasons to buy your product. 
• Focus on benefits rather than features alone. 
If you are selling music boxes with a built-in digital module, 
explain the benefits of owning one.

Benefits: 
• Aesthetic value of owning a novelty item 
• Change or replace music anytime
• Transfer songs from any device
• Better audio or video

Explain your
product well
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Amazon, Google, and other search engines are enhancing 
their search algorithm with AI (Artificial Intelligence), NLP 
(Natural Language Processing), and DL (Deep Learning), 
focusing on understanding the user’s intent and serving 
them with the most relevant results. Amazon takes into 
account the principal word and words including prepositions 
or adjectives as well.

Example of an Ideal Title: “Storybook for kids 7 to 9 years”

The intent aims at a specific age group. If your book has 

content that is suitable to this age group, you should mention 
it clearly in your product description.

Explain buyer’s intent
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Keep watching the performance of your Amazon 
optimization strategy. Observe the dashboard of your Seller 

Central Account

Evaluate what’s working and 
what’s not
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Satisfy your customers with timely delivery.

Go for the Amazon FBA (Fulfilled by Amazon) program! 

With FBA, the seller’s only responsibility is to ship the products 
to the Amazon warehouse. The packaging and delivery tasks 
are handled by Amazon. 

Looking for Amazon FBA consulting for free?

Keep delivery hassle-free
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Drop a Query!

https://www.wisitech.com/contact/


Amazon provides businesses a platform to advertise their 
products with paid pay-per-click (PPC) marketing. 

• Position your products on top of other search results.
• Highlight your products against rivals. 

Advantageous positions help you get the attention of buyers 
faster. Talk to an Amazon PPC consultant to know your ideal 
PPC budget and the way forward. 

Want to know more about Amazon Store Optimization? 

Hire professional Amazon SEO Experts at Wisitech for the 
best Amazon SEO services.

Boost sales with paid 
advertisements
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Amazon PPC Promotion

https://www.wisitech.com/web-marketing/amazon-seo-ppc-services/
https://www.wisitech.com/web-marketing/amazon-seo-ppc-services/




Amazon generates about $150 million in sales annually, and 
about 90% of these conversions happen via the Buy Box. 

This is the little white box on the right side of your product 

page!

Using a complex algorithm, the Amazon SEO company pulls 
out the bestselling brand for that particular product type. 

• The Buy Box saves you the trouble of researching the 
industry. 

• Customers get the best value for their money, and brands 
boost their visibility. 

How to Win Amazon’s Buy Box 
for Specific or All Products?



Amazon’s Buy Box has both “Add to cart” and “Buy now” 
buttons. 

“Buy now” leads to an immediate purchase. 

Note: Not all businesses are eligible to feature their products 
on the Buy Box. The list is selected by an Amazon SEO agency, 
that checks the reach and credibility of each product. 

How Can You Get Amazon’s Buy Box?

Get assistance from an Amazon SEO consultant!

How does the Buy Box
Section Work?

https://www.wisitech.com/web-marketing/amazon-seo-ppc-services/


• Sellers with subscription-based professional seller accounts 
are more credible. 

• An Amazon marketing expert approves these accounts. 
• Reach out to an Amazon PPC consultant to know more 

about the process. 
• Your brand’s performance, pricing, and packaging affect 

your chances of getting the Buy Box.

Revaluate your business choices! 

Hire an Amazon optimization consultant to help you get 

more insights into your sales. Amazon optimization services 
give you all the numbers you need. 

Get yourself a professional
seller account
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With an Amazon SEO agency, you get to improve your 
product page rank. 

SEO is more than just sprinkling your content with a few 
keywords. 

The Amazon SEO consultant helps you out with,
• Meta tags
• URL customization
• Mobile optimization, and other factors. 

Work on your shipping and pricing options! 

Have an Amazon PPC consultant figure out the best 
marketing strategies for your brand.

Conduct extensive market research to find out what your 
peers are doing. 

Get Better With Shipping
and Pricing
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You can check the brand eligibility yourself!

1. Go to the Inventory.
2. Manage Inventory >> Preferences Tab
3. In the Display section, find the Buy Box Eligible option. 

The drop-down menu will show you if your brand may be 

selected for the Buy Box section. 
Note: Not all your products are eligible for the Buy Box. 

How an Amazon SEO company Can Help?
• Their Team of Amazon SEO experts would analyze your 

products, their reach, sales, and demand patterns. 
• Based on this information, you can customize your content, 

advertising campaigns, and more.

Understand How to
Check Eligibility
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Amazon offers an incredible opportunity for entrepreneurs 
to create a fully functional online business opportunity. 

• Amazon gives you the world’s most powerful and cutting-
edge marketplace

• FBA relieves you from the headaches of managing 
inventory, packing, and shipping. 

What is FBA?

The tag Fulfilled by Amazon a.k.a FBA carries a world of value!

FBA evokes trust and faith in the seller and in the customer 

that her order is in safe hands and will be delivered in the 

fastest possible time.

Everything You Need To Know 
About FBA



Start by signing up on Amazon. If you already 
have an account, then include FBA to your 
current account.

How FBA Functions
Let’s break the Fulfillment by Amazon process down

into steps:
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Add all the products from your inventory to 
Amazon’s catalog. This can be done by adding 
products either individually, in groups, or by 
using the inventory management software 
Amazon’s API.
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Once you have created the catalog, pack your 
products so they can be safely shipped to your 
nearest Amazon’s fulfillment centers.  
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Now, your products are ready to be purchased. 
From here, it is Amazon’s responsibility to receive 
orders, pack, and ship them to the customers. 
Amazon also handles all inquiries with its 24/7 
customer support service which is good for your 
product and business.
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What Benefits does FBA Offers
• Frees Up Time:
You get enough time to focus on your business rather than 
focusing on selling and shipping

• Storage Space:
The storage issue is entirely taken care of by Amazon, and 
you don’t have to worry about that anymore.

• Reputation:
Your product is displayed with the Amazon tag on it which 
will be helpful for your business as Amazon has got a solid 
name and buyers trust it. 



• Shipping Protocols:
Stuck with complicated customs regulations and shipping 
practices? You don’t have to be as Amazon will take care of 
these.
• Amazon Prime:
FBA is directly proportional to Amazon Prime which your 
Amazon Prime buyers will be very happy about.

• Returns:
Amazon will take care of returns for you, right from talking to 
the buyer and sending them a new product.
Listings:
Yes, you can use other people’s listings for your own, adding 
even more time saved by using FBA.

 



1. Reduce the hassle related to shipping and warehousing.
2. Includes management of labeling, packing, shipping & 

inventory requirements of Amazon’s FBA program
3. Creating and maintaining your professional online 

appearance
4. Increased visibility on Amazon
5. Improved margins
6. We hope this article will be helpful to you.
7. Get in touch with Wisitech to know more about FBA. Share 

your views in the comment section below.

 

Benefits of choosing Wisitech 
for FBA

https://www.wisitech.com/web-marketing/amazon-seo-ppc-services/


Amazon Influencer Program
An important sales-driving tool

Why Amazon Influencer Program?

Social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Pinterest help you to unleash the potential of social media’s 
popularity through influencers.

Who are Social Influencers?
People whom people like to watch, listen to, and, ultimately, 
follow their advice over Social Media Platforms.



How Amazon Influencer Program Differs from Amazon 
Associates Program?

• Amazon Associates Program is based on driving traffic 
to the destination website through Affiliate Marketing or 
their websites 

• The Influencer Program is aimed at driving traffic through 
social media influence or activities of influencers.

How Amazon Influencer Program Works?

• Select Influencers from Amazon’s list 
• They would recommend your products in their social circles 

on YouTube, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and so on. 
• Entitled influencers get a vanity URL (amazon.com/shop/

handle) to promote and recommend your Amazon listings 
to their followers. 

• Influencers get compensated on the number of conversions.



• Relevance is the factor that dominates the online marketing 
world. Take a look at their social media profiles, blogs, and 
websites. Choose wisely!

• You might need to apply more filters to get the niche 
correctly.

• Statistics make a profile look great, but what if the followers 
are not engaging with the posts of the influencer? Your 
customer acquisition expectations will take a hit.

• See how readers respond, comment, and share on the 
influencer’s post or updates.

• Check if your target audience is active on those platforms 
the influencer is active on.

• Authenticity: The quality of content is of paramount 
importance because that makes readers share your 
content in their social circles.

Tips to Choose Your Amazon 
Influencers:



Rank Higher + Boost Sales 

Amazon Listing Optimization

Contact the Amazon Genies at Wisitech

REQUEST FREE CONSULTATION

Plans Starting at $99 Only!

Wisitech InfoSolutions Pvt. Ltd.
partho.m@wisitech.com

www.wisitech.com

https://www.wisitech.com/web-marketing/amazon-seo-ppc-services/

